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Two-color cross-correlation in small-angle static light scattering

Luca Cipelletti,* Marina Carpineti,† and Marzio Giglio‡

Dipartimento di Fisica and Istituto Nazionale per la Fisica della Materia, Universita` di Milano, Via Celoria 16, 20133 Milano, Italy
~Received 11 July 1997!

We have measured by means of a charge-coupled device sensor the space correlation function between two
speckle fields at different wavelengths. The fields are generated from the scattering of a two-color laser beam
from a stationary, three-dimensional sample. In general, the speckle fields attain their maximum degree of
correlation when the scattering angles are properly scaled according to a grating dispersion rule. The degree of
correlation, however, depends both on the thickness of the sample and on its turbidity. At a given angle, the
degree of cross-correlation diminishes as the thickness is increased, and it also decreases as the turbidity grows.
Working formulas are derived, and we show that the dependence from the sample turbidity is related to the
spread in photon paths. A comparison with the photon path spread calculated by means of a multiple-scattering
Monte Carlo simulation will be presented. The connection between the present work and studies on polychro-
matic light diffraction from random two-dimensional transparencies and microwave transmission through thick
samples will also be presented.@S1063-651X~98!15502-2#

PACS number~s!: 42.25.Bs, 42.30.Ms, 05.40.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the scattered radiation exhibitstime
fluctuations and shows high contrast intensityspacevaria-
tions, as vividly evidenced by the presence of speckles in
scattered pattern@1,2#. At a fixed point, the time correlation
function of the intensity scattered by a sample is simply
lated to the dynamic properties of the scatterers. This is
operating principle of dynamic light scattering, a well esta
lished technique that has been successfully used in coun
applications. Sophisticated digital correlators are comm
cially available, and their use is quite widespread to tac
problems in physics, chemistry, biological science, a
medicine.

Present day technology makes it possible to record
intensity distribution of a speckle field by means of a char
coupled device~CCD! sensor. The advantage offered by t
CCD over conventional recording techniques is that th
provide digitized images of the scattering pattern, which m
be directly processed while running the experiment. For p
cesses that are slow enough, a new instrumental proce
for dynamic light scattering measurements has been ge
ated, since parallel correlation function algorithms allow o
to determine the time correlation functions as evaluated~in
parallel! at various points in the scattered intensity patte
@3#. The use of a CCD sensor is very intriguing and ve
good quality~equal time! space correlation functions shou
be obtainable, thanks to the good averaging properties o
process. In view of the fact that time correlation functio
give information of great interest, one could ask if the spa
correlation function would also yield any valuable inform
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tion. The answer is unfortunately negative. Indeed, no inf
mation on physical properties of the sample is actually c
tained in the space correlation function. Statistical opt
teaches that the space correlation function is solely relate
the actual intensity distribution of the scattering volume,
observed by the region where the speckle pattern is colle
@1#.

It has been shown, however, that polychromatic spec
techniques can be used to characterize rough surfaces
two-dimensional ~2D! samples. Theory and experimen
show that when a rough surface is illuminated by polych
matic light, the speckle pattern exhibits a radial structu
revealing a correlation between speckle fields at differ
wavelengths. Furthermore, a measure of the intensity cr
correlation provides information on the surface roughn
@4–7#. In fact, the degree of correlation is related to the s
tistical properties of the scatterer through the rms valuesh of
its height fluctuation. Whensh is increased, a gradual deco
rrelation is observed and ultimately the polychromatic fie
loses completely its radial structure.

In the present work we study two-color spatial cros
correlation in three-dimensional~3D! static samples. We
measure the spatial cross-correlationg I varying the sample
turbidity t and we observe that the cross-correlation funct
is almost insensitive to the increase in turbidity untilt
reaches very high values. In fact, at low turbidity the spec
patterns are strongly correlated and, only when the sam
become really turbid, the speckle fields finally start to de
rrelate. We will show that the loss of chromatic correlati
can be interpreted as due to the spread in photon path
getting out of the sample, caused by the presence of str
multiple scattering. In fact, rampant multiple scattering
inevitably associated with very high turbidities—causes
increase in the widths l of the photon path length distribu
tion pl( l ). This spread is responsible for the wave fro
phase modulation imposed on the beam. We find that
analogy with the 2D case, substantial decorrelation is
tained when the typical depth of the wave front modulati
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3486 57LUCA CIPELLETTI, MARINA CARPINETI, AND MARZIO GIGLIO
is too large, i.e., whennss lDk>1, wherens is the medium
index of refraction,Dk5k12k2 , andk1,252p/l1,2, l1,2 be-
ing the vacuum wavelength of the two colors. A test of t
above relation has been done by calculatingpl( l ) and its
standard deviations l via a Monte Carlo simulation of the
photon propagation@8#. We find good agreement, althoug
only qualitative, with the proposed model.
The present work is somehow related with two different s
of papers. In the first one@9–12#, two wavelength correlation
techniques have been used to eliminate from large-angle
namic light scattering measurements the contributions du
multiple scattering. In spite of the existence of some analo
this line of research is quite far from that discussed here
will be clarified in the following. Much stronger connection
can be found with the second set of papers@13–16#, in which
correlation measurements of microwaves in random me
are performed as a function of the frequency shifts.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
experimental setup and the sample. In Sec. III we pres
both the basic theory and the experimental results for
single scattering regime at low turbidity values. Finally,
Sec. IV we deal with the two-color decorrelation in high
turbid samples and we briefly discuss the connections
tween the present work and the experiments described in
two sets of papers mentioned above@9–12,13–16#.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Spatial cross-correlation measurements are performe
follows. Two laser beams of different wavelengths a
brought to a sample. Each one generates a speckle field
spatial cross-correlationg I(r1 ,r2) is calculated by multiply-
ing the intensity at one pointr1 of one speckle pattern by th
intensity of the other one at pointr2 ~here and in the follow-
ing r1,2 describe the points in the far field plane,r 50 being
the position occupied by the center of the beam when
diffuser is removed!. If, as in the present case, the sample
isotropic, the cross-correlation is invariant under rotat
around the optical axis. Therefore, the cross-correlation fu
tion is obtained by averaging over all points lying on a circ
of radiusr 1 . We will show that at low angle, the maximum
of the cross-correlation function is expected fork1r1
5k2r2 , similarly to the case of 2D samples. This indicat
that if the two speckle fields are perfectly correlated, th
they can be exactly superimposed by rescaling the len
according to r25(k1 /k2)r15(l2 /l1)r1 , where the ratio
l2 /l1 between the wavelengths is the dilation factor of t
speckle fields.

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1. Two linea
polarized He-Ne laser beams of different wavelengt
namely,l1[lg5543.5 nm~green! and l2[l r5632.8 nm
~red!, are combined by the beam splitter cube BS, p
through a spatial filter, and impinge onto the sample c
The setup is arranged so that the size of the beam spot o
cell is the same for the two colors. The cell is mounted o
xy translator whose movement is controlled by a compu
guided stepping motor. The optical scheme for the collect
of the scattered light is similar to that described by Fe
@17#. Both the scattered and the transmitted light are c
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lected by lensL1. In its focal planeS, a small mirrorM is
placed, forming an angle of 45° with the incident beams. T
transmitted beams are focused by lensL1 onto the mirror
and then reflected to photodiode PD. The lensL2 is posi-
tioned so as to realize a reduced image of theL1 focal plane
S onto the CCD sensor. With this optical scheme, each C
pixel corresponds to a different scattering wave vectorq,
where q54pnsl

21 sin u/2, u being the scattering angle
Wave vectors of the same magnitude are mapped to pi
lying on a circumference centered around the optical a
position. In the present configuration, the speckle linear
mension is about four CCD pixels and we collect light ov
a range of angles between 0.4° and 10°. Two shutters, dr
by the personal computer~PC!, are placed in front of the
lasers and allow to select the speckle field of interest. T
CCD images are digitized and acquired by the PC via
8-bit frame grabber.
As the CCD sensor is a black and white one, the spec
patterns of the two colors are separately recorded in
quence, and the two-color spatial intensity cross-correla
function is then calculated. In order to reduce the noise of
cross-correlation function, we average over many pairs
frames~typically 100!. Before recording each pair of frame
the cell is moved in thexy plane for obtaining statistically
independent speckle patterns, as we used static samples
calculation of the intensity cross-correlation functiong I is
performed according to the following definition:

g I~q1 ,q2!5g I~q1 ,q2 ,Df!5
^I ~q1 ,f1!I ~q2 ,f2!&q1

^I ~q1 ,f1!&q1
^I ~q2 ,f2!&q2

21.

~1!

In Eq. ~1!, I (qi ,f i) is the intensity of the speckle pattern o
the i th color at a wave vector magnitudeqi and at an azi-
muthal scattering anglef i , Df5f12f2 , and^•••&qi

indi-
cates an azimuthal average over pixels with the same w
vector magnitudeqi , i.e., pixels lying on a circumference o
radiusr i . Note that the intensity cross-correlation may al

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the small-angle static light sc
tering setup for studying the two-color speckle field cros
correlation.
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57 3487TWO-COLOR CROSS-CORRELATION IN SMALL-ANGLE . . .
be expressed in a more usual way, as a function of the sp
polar coordinates~in the sensor plane! r 1 , r 2 , Df: g I
5g I(r 1 ,r 2 ,Df). Although, as already pointed out, the st
tistical properties of the speckle fields are invariant un
rotation about the optical axis, they are not invariant un
space translation. It follows thatg I depends on bothr 1 and
r 2 , while it depends on the azimuthal anglesf1 andf2 only
through the angular lagDf, as evidenced in writing Eq.~1!.
In practice, for a given radiusr 1 , we restrict the calculation
of g I to those values ofDr andDf for which a significant
degree of correlation is expected, i.e., when the green and
q vectors approximately coincide.

It is to be pointed out that, with the arrangement shown
Fig. 1, it is not possible to collect exactly the sameq vector
for the two colors, as the two beams impinge onto the c
along the same direction~see Fig. 2!. At low angle, however,
the differencedq between the two scattering wave vectors
very small. In particular,dq can be considered negligible if
is less than the uncertainty associated to eachq mode. In
fact, there is a natural uncertainty in the measure ofq—due
to the finite size of the scattering volume—that is associa
with the finite speckles size@18#. It is useful to decompose
dq into two componentsdqp anddqt parallel and transvers
to the incident beam, respectively~see Fig. 2!. We will show
in Sec. III that, with the present arrangement, to maxim
chromatic correlation the transverse components of the
and green wave vectors must be the same, i.e.,dqt50.
Moreover, as will be demonstrated in the following, to o
serve a significant degree of cross-correlation,dqp must be
less than the typical uncertainty in the parallel componen
q, which is inversely proportional to the sample thickne
@18#. As a consequence, in order to have small enoughdqp
one needs to work with thin enough samples.

The samples are microporous membrane filters~Sarto-
rius!, which have been characterized in a previous work@19#,
and whose features fit very well the experimental requ
ments. First of all, the membranes are quite thin, their thi
ness being 14065 mm. Moreover, while in air they look
perfectly opaque, their transmittivity can be increased
permeating them by a properly chosen, quasi-index-match
solvent. Therefore, it is possible to gradually vary the sam
turbidity t by slightly changing the solvent index of refra
tion. Finally, membranes are static samples, so that the s
tered speckle pattern does not change in time. This all

FIG. 2. Scattering vector diagram. The incidentk in , the final
ksc, and the scatteringq wave vectors of the two colors are show
The differencedq betweenq1 andq2 is enlarged to show its trans
versedqt and paralleldqp components, with respect to the incom
ing beams direction.
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one to largely simplify the experimental setup, as the tw
color speckle fields can be recorded in sequence without
requirement on the CCD and frame grabber speed.

III. CROSS CORRELATION
IN THE SINGLE SCATTERING REQIME:

THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we focus on the single scattering regim
starting with a brief discussion of the main features of t
intensity cross-correlation function. As we anticipated, a s
nificant degree of correlation between the two-color spec
fields is expected whendq5q12q2'0. The dependence o
g I on dq can be worked out with simple calculations.
analogy to Ref.@11#, it can be easily shown that the expre
sion for g I(q1 ,q2) for single scattering alone is

g I~q1 ,q2!'U E d3xuP~x!u2exp~2 idq•x!

E d3xuP~x!u2
U 2

, ~2!

where uP(x)u2 is the incident intensity distribution of the
scattering volume. If we assume that the sample has th
nessd and that the incident beam has a Gaussian profile w
radiusw at 1/e2, then

uP~x!u2}expS 2
2xt

2

w D rectS xp

d D , ~3!

wherext andxp are thex components transverse and paral
to the incidence direction and

rect x5H 1,

0,

uxu<1

uxu.1.

By substituting Eq.~3! in Eq. ~2!, one obtains

g I~q1 ,q2 ,Df!5expS 2
dqt

2w2

4 D sinc2
dqpd

2
, ~4!

where sincx5sinx/x, anddqt anddqp depend onq1 andq2
only through their magnitudes and their relative azimut
orientation, due to the rotational symmetry mentioned abo

From Eq.~4! it is now possible to determine under whic
conditions the maximum intensity cross-correlation may
observed. First of all, from simple geometrical argument
follows that for a given pair of scattering wave vectorsq1
andq2 , dq is minimum @and thereforeg I is maximum, see
Eq. ~4!# when both wave vectors have the same azimut
direction, i.e., forDf50. Second, for a typical small-angl
setup the Gaussian term in Eq.~4! is always narrower than
the other one, and it rapidly decays to zero. This is eviden
Fig. 3, where the calculated behavior of the two factors
Eq. ~4! is sketched as a function of the scattering angle
the red lightu r , for three different values ofug , the green
light scattering angle. As a consequence, the Gaussian
fixes the position of the maximum of the cross-correlati
function atdqt50, and its width atdqt'1/w, which is the
typical uncertainty inq associated to the speckle size@1,18#.
By working out the dependence ofdqt on the scattering
angles, it can be easily shown that, at low angle, the con
tions Df50 and dqt50 yield tanur

max5(lr /lg)tanug @see
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3488 57LUCA CIPELLETTI, MARINA CARPINETI, AND MARZIO GIGLIO
Appendix A, Eq.~A3!#, whereu r
max is the scattering angle o

the red light at which the maximum ofg I(q1 ,q2 ,Df) is
observed for a givenug . Note that, sincer r ,g}tanur,g , the
above relation may be written asr r5(l r /lg)r g , as antici-
pated in Sec. II. This means that, as in the case of ro
surfaces, for 3D samples in the single scattering regime
red speckle field is an omothetic version of the green one,
dilation factor being the ratio of the wavelengthsl r /lg . It is
to be pointed out that this is the typical scaling law observ
when illuminating diffraction gratings with polychromati
light.

We turn now to discuss the second factor in Eq.~4!,
which has no analog in the case of rough surfaces. We
~see Fig. 3! that the heightg I

max of the peak of cross-
correlation is determined by the value of the sinc2dqpd/2
factor in correspondence to the maximum of the Gauss
term:

g I
max5sinc2S dqpd

2 D U
dqt50

. ~5!

As a consequence, it follows that the cross-correlation
gradually lost when increasing the sample thicknessd, for a
given pair of scattering anglesu r andug—i.e.,for dqp fixed,
see Appendix A, Eq.~A1!. Conversely, givend, g I

max de-
creases moving towards larger angles, due to the fact
dqpudqt50 grows with ug @see Appendix A, Eq.~A4!#. This
sets a limit on the angular range and sample thickness

FIG. 3. Calculated behavior of the two factors in Eq.~4! as a
function of the red light scattering angleu r , for three different
values of the green light scattering angleug ~see text for more
details!. The solid line is the exp(2dqt

2w2/4) factor, the dashed line
is the sinc2 dqpd/2 factor. The tick on the upperx axes indicates
dqt50. The intensity cross-correlationg I is the product of the two
terms plotted above, and is maximum fordqt50. The two factors
were calculated using the same parameters as in the experim
l r5632.8 nm,lg5543.5 nm,w5250 mm, d5140 mm, ns51.49.
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which the two-color intensity cross-correlation may be ob
served. Moreover, we note from Eq.~5! that, as anticipated,
g I

max is significantly greater than 0 fordqp!2p/d, i.e., when
the magnitude of the parallel component ofdq is less than
the typical uncertaintyp/d of qp due to the finite thicknessd
of the scattering volume.

In Fig. 4 a typical example of an intensity cross-
correlation function obtained with a sample at low turbidity
is shown. The cross-correlation function refers to a gree
radiusr g5100 pixel~corresponding to a scattering angleug
of about 1.4°!, and it is plotted as a function of both the
radial and the angular lag, expressed in pixel units. The pe
of the cross-correlation shown in Fig. 4 reflects the fact tha
as discussed above, the red speckle field is the omothe
version of the green one with a dilation factor given by
l r /lg'1.16. In fact, we observe that the maximum correla
tion is at Df50, and atDr 516 pixel, in good agreement
with what was expected asDr 5r r2r g5r gl r /lg2r g . The
width of the peak, that indicates the linear speckle size,
roughly 4 pixels.

In Fig. 5 the behavior of the radial part of the cross
correlation function (Df50) is shown for different values
of the green radiusr g ~the data shown in Fig. 5 refer to the
same sample as in Fig. 4!. As already pointed out, the cross-
correlation depends both onr g and onr r and this is evident
by noticing that the peak position moves towards largerr r as
r g increases. The peak position of the data in Fig. 5 has be
compared with the theoretical prediction and the result
shown in Fig. 6, where a plot of tanur

max versus tanug is
presented. Note the remarkably good agreement between
experimental data and the theoretical curve tanur

max

5(lr /lg)tanug , where no adjustable parameters have bee
used. With reference to Fig. 5, there is another interestin
feature to notice, namely that the peak height decreases asr g

nt:

FIG. 4. Intensity cross-correlationg I as a function of the radial
lag Dr 5r r2r g and of the angular lagDw, both expressed in pixel.
The data were taken atr g5100 pixels for a low turbidity sample, a
Sartorius membrane filter permeated by a quasi-index-matching s
vent. The peak atDr 516 pixels andDw50 reveals the radial
scaling of the speckle fields when changing the incoming radiatio
wavelength, according tor r /r g5lg /l r'1.16.
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57 3489TWO-COLOR CROSS-CORRELATION IN SMALL-ANGLE . . .
increases. This result is a direct consequence of the fact
the difference inq vectors dq increases as the scatterin
angle grows, and that ultimately, when matching the tra
verse component (dqt50), dqp becomes even larger tha
the usual uncertainty in the parallel component ofq.

As a final comment, let us consider the maximum m
surable peak height of the cross-correlation function. Fr
the definition ofg I @see Eq.~1!#, it follows that the upper
limiting value of l I

max is the square of the~monochromatic!
speckle field contrast,C5s I /^I &, wheres I is the standard
deviation of I . It is well known that the theory predictsC
51 @1#. Actually, from Fig. 4 and from the lowerr g curves
in Fig. 5 we observe thatg I

max'0.6, which is significantly

FIG. 5. The radial part of the cross-correlationg I as a function
of r r , for variousr g . The sample is the same as in Fig. 4. Note th
the peak position shifts towards largerr r when increasingr g , ac-
cording to the radial scaling of the speckle fields of the two colo
At the largest values ofr g , the peak height is reduced due to th
thickness of the sample.

FIG. 6. The peak position of the data shown in Fig. 5. Note
very good agreement between the experimental data~filled squares!
and the theoretical line, where not adjustable parameters have
used.
at

-

-

less than 1, although the data were taken at an angleug small
enough to prevent any decrease in the peak height due to
sample thickness. This deviation from the theory arises fr
the data acquisition process. There are two main proble
that must be taken into account. The first one is that the C
pixels have a finite size, whileg I

max51 is calculated in the
hypothesis of pointlike sensors. The effect of the detecto
finite size is just that of reducing both the auto-correlati
and the cross-correlation of the speckle fields@1,2#. The sec-
ond problem is associated with digitalization and saturat
effects following from the peculiarities of speckle field
Speckles appear as very bright spots on a dark backgro
Consequently, in an experimental recording, the highest
tensity value can largely exceed the average value, and
likely that an appreciable number of pixels reaches the s
ration level, even at fairly low average intensity. Therefo
the contrast is underestimated andg I

max is lower than ex-
pected. One might overcome this problem by reducing
incident beam power. However, at very low average int
sity levels, significant distortions in the measured spec
pattern arise from the dark current noise and the digitali
tion process@20#. We measured the average intensity and
speckle contrast as a function of the incident laser intens
and the best choice of the latter has been determined on
basis of these tests. We stress that measurements are
reproducible, in spite of the reduced value ofg I

max with re-
spect to the theoretical value. Therefore, we think that
limitations intrinsic in the use of finite-size detectors and d
to digitalization do not severely affect the results.

IV. CHROMATIC DECORRELATION
IN HIGHLY TURBID SAMPLES:

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have performed measurements of the cro
correlation function for different sample turbidities. As a
ready explained, it is possible to vary the turbidity by usi
solvents with different index of refractionns . We used ac-
etate of cellulose membranes~Sartorius SM 123 03! with an
index of refractionn'1.47 permeated by solvents of in
creasingns , with ns.n. In Fig. 7 a plot of the maximum of
the intensity cross-correlationg I

max as a function ofns , is
shown. All the measurements ofg I

max have been performed
at the same scattering angleug'0.7° (r g550 pixels!, corre-
sponding toqg52100 cm21, which is small enough to pre
vent a significant decorrelation due to sample thickne
From Fig. 7 it is evident that the cross-correlation peak va
decreases as the optical mismatch—and therefore
turbidity—increases.

In order to explain the observed loss of cross-correlati
it is useful to reconsider the basic results of the works p
formed on 2D samples@4–7#. Two-color speckle fields gen
erated by rough surfaces are highly correlated whenDk(n
21)sh,1, wheren is the refractive index of the diffuse
andsh is the rms value of its height fluctuations. When t
surface roughness is increased, the fields start to significa
decorrelate. In particular, it can be shown@4,5# that the in-
tensity cross-correlation function is given by

g I~q1 ,q2!5uFh~dqp!u2um~dqt!u2, ~6a!
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3490 57LUCA CIPELLETTI, MARINA CARPINETI, AND MARZIO GIGLIO
wherem(dqt) is the so-called complex coherence factor, a
Fh(dqp) is the characteristic function of the height probab
ity densityph(h) @1#:

m~dqt!5

E d3xuP~x!u2exp~ ix•dqt!

E d3xuP~x!u2

,

~6b!

Fh~dqp!5E dhph~h!exp~ ihdqp! .

@Incidentally, we note that for a Gaussian incident beam,
um(dqt)u2 term in Eqs.~6a! and ~6b! is exactly the same a
the Gaussian factor in Eq.~4!.# From Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!, it
follows that g I depends on the diffuser only through th
characteristic functionFh(dqp). In the hypothesis of a
Gaussian distribution of the diffuser height, it can be sho
that at small anglesFh does not depend ondqp @20#:

Fh5exp@2Dk2~n21!2sh
2#, ~7!

SinceFh is independent fromq1 and q2 , it can be easily
understood that for 2D samplesm(dqt) fixes the peak posi-
tion of g I(q1 ,q2) at dqt50, while the second factor in Eq
~6a!, Fh , is responsible of its height. The validity of Eq
~6a! and ~7! has been verified both qualitatively@4,6# and
quantitatively@7# in the past.

It is to be noted that it is impossible to distinguis
whether the wave front deformations of the scattered fi
immediately after the cell have been introduced by a 2D
by a 3D sample. What is actually different is the physic
mechanism that generates the phase variations, althoug
both cases they depend on the differences in photon op
path lengths for crossing the sample. For 3D samples,
different path length of the photons is determined by
amount of multiple scattering. In fact, photons that underg
few scattering events travel a shorter path when compare
those scattered many times. Moreover, we point out that
the turbidity grows, multiple scattering of higher orders b

FIG. 7. The intensity cross-correlation peak heightg I
max as a

function of the refractive index of the solvent. The refractive ind
of the sample isn'1.47. The cross-correlation is gradually lo
when increasing the refractive index mismatching, and therefore
sample turbidity. The letters in the figure are for future referenc
d
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comes more likely, and so do long photon paths, thus
creasing the spread in path lengths. The analogy with
case of rough surfaces suggests that the chromatic dec
lation is determined by the spread in path lengths. To
more explicit, the analogous of (n21)sh for 3D samples is
the spreadnss l of the photon optical path length distributio
inside the sample,s l being the standard deviation of th
geometrical photon path distributionpl( l ). Consequently,
we expect that the fields will start to significantly decorrela
when

Dknss l>1. ~8!

A similar result was obtained in the past in works o
microwave propagation in random media@13–16#. The au-
thors performed cross-correlation measurements varying
wave frequency and they relate the decorrelation to
spread in photon travel times through the sample. Furth
more, they show that the intensity-intensity correlation a
function of frequency shift is the squared modulus of t
Fourier transform of the photon time-of-flight distributio
@15#. We recall that Eqs.~6a! and ~6b! link the two-color
intensity cross-correlation to the Fourier transform of t
photon optical path distribution. Therefore, there is a stro
analogy between the results reported in Ref.@15# in the time
domain for microwave propagation, and those described
the space domain for light scattered by 2D samples. I
quite remarkable that the two descriptions that apply to qu
different electromagnetic spectral regions have the sa
physical root.

We will now compare the loss of cross-correlation wi
the spread of the photon path length distribution, calcula
by means of a Monte Carlo simulation of the photon prop
gation. The Monte Carlo multiple-scattering code is d
scribed in detail in Ref.@8#. We simply recall here that the
simulation consists in tracking the path of a great numbe
photons through the sample. For each launched photon, t
is kept of the length of the path in getting out of the samp
so that the photon path length distributionpl( l ) can be cal-
culated for allq vectors of interest. The main required inp
parameters are the single scattering differential cross sec
and the turbidityt of the sample or, equivalently, its trans
missionT. The differential scattering cross section was th
obtained, for the same sample, in Ref.@8#. The measuremen
of the sample transmission deserves a brief comment. At
turbidity, T can be directly measured thanks to the photo
ode PD~see Fig. 1!, by dividing the transmitted beam powe
in the presence of the sample by that with the cell filled w
the solvent alone. For highly turbid samples, however,
transmitted power can be comparable to, or even lower th
the power of the light scattered at extremely low angle, c
lected together with the transmitted beam by the tiny mir
M , due to its finite size. Therefore, there is a comparativ
high spurious signal on PD that leads to a significant ov
estimation ofT. The correct value of the transmission can
recovered by iteratively running the simulation progra
One starts with a guess forT to obtain the simulated tota
light collected byM ~scattered light plus transmitted beam!.
The initial estimate is then refined by comparing the resul
the simulation with the experimental data, and a correc
value of T is input for a second run. The entire process
repeated until the simulated power converges to the m
sured one. Thanks to this procedure, it has been possib
estimate the transmission even for the more turbid samp

e
.
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for which a direct measurement ofT would not have been
feasible. As a check for the correction procedure, we h
also estimatedt for the most turbid samples by extrapolatin
the low refractive index dependence of the turbidity vers
ns . The corrected data are in reasonable agreement with
extrapolated ones, the maximum deviation being less t
30%.

We have calculated the photon path length distributio
pl( l ) and their standard deviation values1 for each experi-
mental point shown in Fig. 7 but the last one, for whichT
was too high to be estimated in a sensible way, even via
Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 8 shows some examples
the calculatedpl( l ), for different values of the turbidity
Filled squares refer to the caset53.4 mm21, corresponding
to T562%, for which the maximum cross-correlation pe
value has been measured. As can be seen,pl( l ) vanishes for
l .140 mm—i.e., for photon paths longer than the samp
thickness—in agreement to what is expected due to the
that single scattering prevails~see Table I!. As the turbidity
increases, multiple scattering becomes appreciable and
leads to a larger standard deviations l of pl( l ) ~see curves
B, C, andD in Fig. 8!. As discussed above, we expect th
the increase in the photon path length spread is respon
of the cross-correlation loss and that the speckle fields of
two colors significantly decorrelate forDknss l>1. In order
to verify this statement, we have plotted in Fig. 9 the expe
mentally measured maximum value of the cross-correla
functiong I

max as a function ofDknss I . Note that the behav
ior of g I

max is in good agreement with the one qualitative
expected, as it is significantly reduced whenDknss l>1.

As a final point, let us consider the analogies between
present experiment and a two-wavelength cross-correla
technique, proposed in the past for large-angle dynamic l
scattering measurements of very turbid samples@9–12#. In

FIG. 8. Photon path length distributionpl( l ), calculated via the
Monte Carlo simulation described in the text, for different values
the sample turbidityt. The curves are labeled with the same lette
as the points in Fig. 7.
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that case, the technique allows one to suppress multiple s
tering contributions by cross-correlating the scattered ligh
two wavelengths, collected at different angles chosen so
the single scattering wave vectors exactly coincide. It can
shown that the time dependence of the cross-correla
function is solely due to single scattering. The two tec
niques, however, are substantially different. In particular,
stress that in the present experiment the loss of cro
correlation when the sample turbidity increases cannot
explained by assuming that the multiply scattered contri
tions are uncorrelated. It can be shown~see Appendix B!
that, if the singly scattered contributions were the only c
related ones, theng I

max would be proportional to (I s /I t)
2,

whereI s andI t are the single and the total scattered intens
respectively. The ratioI s /I t for the data shown in Fig. 7 ha
been calculated by means of the simulation program

f

TABLE I. We report, for various values of the solvent refractiv
index ns , the measured cross-correlation peak heightg I

max and the
ratio between the single and total scattering intensity,I s /I t , calcu-
lated via the Monte Carlo simulation. In the last column, we sh
the ratiog I

max/(Is /It)
2, which would be constant if multiple scatterin

contributions were uncorrelated. The enormous increase
g I

max/(Is /It)
2 clearly indicates that in the present case also multi

scattered photons contribute to the cross-correlation.

ns g I
max I s /I t g I

max/(Is /It)
2

1.4904 0.59 0.92 0.70
1.5028 0.54 0.61 1.45
1.5074 0.48 0.41 2.86
1.5144 0.37 0.18 11.4
1.5216 0.29 0.03 322
1.5290 0.20 0.02 500
1.5385 0.10 ,131024 .107

FIG. 9. The measured intensity cross-correlation peak he
g I

max as a function ofDknss l , wheres l has been calculated via th
Monte Carlo photon propagation simulation. The cross-correla
between the two-color speckle fields is substantially lost wh
Dknss l>1.
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scribed above and is reported in Table I, together w
g I

max/(Is/It)
2. It can be noted that the ratiog I

max/(Is/It)
2 enor-

mously increases with the amount of multiple scattering, t
demonstrating that single scattering contributions are not
only correlated ones.

The main differences between the two techniques are
following. First, we do not collect light so that the scatteri
q vector is exactly the same for the two wavelengths, as
the two-color dynamic light scattering apparatus. Second,
collect light at small angles and use samples with a differ
tial scattering cross section strongly peaked near the forw
direction @19#, while in a typical two-color dynamic light
scattering setup measurements are performed at much l
angles@12#, and using small scatterers, which diffuse lig
almost isotropically. As a consequence, for the dynamic li
scattering experiment the two-color wave vectors associ
to each intermediate scattering event are generally much
ferent, and the only significantly correlated are the sin
scattered ones. Conversely, in the present experiment the
ferences between the intermediate scattering vectors for
two colors are so small that they turn out to be comparabl
the unavoidable differencedq between the final wave vec
tors. Therefore, even light scattered more than once pro
essentially the same fluctuation Fourier modes for the
colors. Note that the same reason for which we are abl
observe correlation with the present configuration—i.e., t
dq is smaller than the natural uncertainty inq—is respon-
sible for the correlation between multiply scattered contrib
tions. Only when a large number of scattering events occ
the small differences in the intermediate wave vectors m
sum up and finally overcomedq, giving rise to a significant
loss of cross-correlation.

To summarize, we have performed measurements of t
wavelength spatial cross-correlation between the intens
ob
n
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scattered at small angles by thin 3D samples. We have u
an experimental setup that allows to record the intensity
tribution of the speckle fields, thanks to a CCD sensor.
have shown that, in order to observe a significant degre
cross-correlation, it is necessary for the difference betw
the scattering wave vectors to be small compared with
natural uncertainty inq associated with the finite sampl
thickness. Furthermore, we have observed that cro
correlation is gradually lost when the sample turbidity is
creased. We have suggested that this effect is associated
the spread in photon path lengths caused by multiple sca
ing. We have tested this guess thanks to a Monte Carlo si
lation of photon propagation, and a qualitative good agr
ment between the model and the experimental data has
found.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we work out the dependence ofdqp and
dqt on the wave vectorsk1 andk2 of the two-color incident
light, and on the scattering anglesu1 and u2 for the two
colors. We will refer to the caseDf50 shown in Fig. 2.
From simple geometrical calculations, one gets
dqp5ns5
k1A11tan2u22@k21~k12k2!A11tan2u2#A11tan2u1

A11tan2u1A11tan2u2

, ~A1!

dqt5ns

k1tanu1A11tan2u22k2tanu2A11tan2u1

A11tan2u1A11tan2u2

. ~A2!
g
re-

n

As discussed in Sec. III, maximum cross-correlation is
served fordqt50. Accordingly, to find the relation betwee
u1 and u2 at theg I peak position, we set the numerator
Eq. ~A2! to zero, we expand in Taylor series in tanu1 and
tanu2 up to the first order, and we solve for tanu1:

tanu2udqt50[tanu2
max5

k1

k2
tanu15

l2

l1
tanu1 . ~A3!

Finally, we calculate thedqp value at the cross-correlatio
peak position. Substitution of Eq.~A3! into Eq. ~A1! yields,
up to the second order in tanu1,

dqpudqt505
1

2

k2

k2
ns~k12k2!tan2u1 . ~A4!
- APPENDIX B

In this appendix we will show that, if multiple scatterin
contributions to the two-color scattered field were uncor
lated, theng I

max would be proportional to (I s /I t)
2, whereI s

andI t are the single and the total~single plus multiple! scat-
tered intensity, respectively.

We start by recalling that the Siegert relation@10# allows
us to expressg I(q1 ,q2) through the field cross-correlatio
gA(q1 ,q2):

g I~q1 ,q2!5ugA~q1 ,q2!u2, ~B1!

where
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gA~q,q2!5
^A~q1!A* ~q2!&

AI ~q1!I ~q2!
, ~B2!

andA(q) is the scattered field. If we assume, as in Ref.@11#,
that only single scattering contributes togA , then in the pres-
ence of multiple scattering

^At~q1!At* ~q2!&5^As~q1!As* ~q2!&5gA,sAI s~q1!I s~q2!.
~B3!

In Eq. ~B3! subscriptss and t refer as usual to single an
total scattering, respectively, andgA,s is the field cross-
correlation that would have been observed if single scat
ing alone were present@see Eq.~B2!#. Equations~B1!, ~B2!,
and ~B3! yield
na
r-

g I~q,q2!5ugA,s~q1 ,q2!u2
I s~q1!I s~q2!

I t~q1!I t~q2!
. ~B4!

Since the maximum intensity cross-correlation is obser
for q1'q2[q, from Eq. ~B4! we obtain

g I
max~q!5ugA,s~q!u2S I s~q!

I t~q! D
2

. ~B5!

For a given sample thickness and a given scattering w
vector q, gA,s is a constant and does not depend on
amount of multiple scattering. Therefore, Eq.~B5! shows
that the cross-correlation peak height is proportional to
square of the fraction of single scattering intensity.
tt.
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